Thank you for participating in the MSUCOM SCS Obstetrical Emergencies Course!

This course will consist only of skills stations. Lectures relaying knowledge and concepts will not be provided during the skills stations. Each skill station will consist of intense, concentrated application of skills, with the expectation that you completed the pre-reading assignments and arrive with the requisite knowledge to apply. You will be expected to perform, via simulation, neonatal resuscitation, peri-mortem c-sections, difficult vaginal deliveries upon arrival to the Lab.

Prior to arriving to the course, please read the below assignments. Bring with you the signed attestation when you arrive to the course.

The assignments should take about two and a half hours to complete.

- View Dr. Jordan video on delivery complications (44 minutes).
- View the following 2 videos on human trafficking:
  - Human Trafficking: Making the Invisible Visible: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2yXGc8dvuUw](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2yXGc8dvuUw)
  - Reality of Labor Trafficking in the U.S. “Trafficked in America”: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0-30v3FP4J4](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0-30v3FP4J4)
- Read the Human Trafficking Victim Identification Toolkit:
- Read the following chapters in AccessEmergencyMedicine through MSU libraries:
    Sections:
    - Complications of endocopic procedures,
    - Complications of major abdominal surgery
    - Postconization bleeding
  - Tintinalli 9th ed. Ch. 25: resuscitation in Pregnancy
  - Tintinalli 9th ed. Chapter 100: Maternal Emergencies After 20 Weeks of Pregnancy and in the Peripartum Period: Section: Disorders associated with elevated blood pressure: hypertension, pre eclampsia, and HELLP syndrome, and Eclampsia
  - Online California Maternal Quality Care Collaborative Hemorrhage Task Force Obstetric Hemorrhage Care Guidelines: www.comcc.org
  - Tintinalli 9th ed. Chapter 101: Emergency Delivery
Attestation:
I attest, as a honorable and noble person who would never lie about reading something I didn’t or show up to a skills course unprepared, do hereby attest that I have read all of the above assignments and am accountable for my own education and am going to arrive with the requisite knowledge to practice the skills, thereby transferring knowledge into motor skills cementing them into my long term memory so I am capable of providing expert emergency medical patient care for the entirety of my career. And if I show up not having read the assignments, I am none of those cool things.

Signed:_____________________________________________________________________

Please email your signed attestation to lopezle1@msu.edu or bring printed copy on the day of the event